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Bee Keeping for Beginners

Overview:
Producers Direct is an award winning enterprise led by farmers across East Africa and Latin America. We are a global network of over 600,000 farmers. We are led by farmers for farmers. We co-invest in creating lasting impact. The core of Producers Direct’s model is its Centre of Excellence network. Each Centre of Excellence (CoE) is a farmer-run enterprise hosted by a smallholder producer organization. Our goal is for each CoE to serve as a ‘one stop shop’, providing a complete bundle of support – including training, funding, market access and data – in a blend of in-person and digital services.

Sireet is a small Producer Organization that was formed in 2005 by small-scale tea farmers who supplied their green leaf to tea factories that were owned and managed by EPK Ltd. It is a Centre of Excellence focused on Farm Micro Enterprise & Income Diversification.

Course Content:

1. Introduction to beekeeping
2. Advantages of beekeeping
3. Types of bee hives
4. Factors to consider when setting a bee hive
5. Harvesting gear
6. Pests and disease management
7. Various products from beekeeping
8. Benefits of beekeeping

Contact us:
Get further info on these and other trainings by calling Emmanuel on: +254 7284 57194 or emailing Boniface: Boniface@producersdirect.org

We encourage you to regularly visit our website http://producersdirect.org for more updates.